Look What’s New

BNC Program Resource Portfolio
A perfect resource for your chapter’s programming.

Here is a small sample of programs in the portfolio:

“Let’s Talk About It”
A group for men who want to develop critical thinking skills to improve their information intake and communication skills. By examining moral and ethical issues, biases are identified in an attempt to emphasize factual information as opposed to opinion. The goal is to question our beliefs to better understand what we read and see in everyday life.

“Drum Circle for All”
Come to our special drum circle event and get your rhythm on! We’re bringing in a private drum circle facilitator to help us make rhythm and show how much fun drumming can be. No musical ability or experience is necessary and all drums/rhythm instruments will be provided.

To find more wonderful ideas for Study Guides and Special Events go to the
Program Resource Portfolio

If your chapter has an event to share, please complete this Submission Form

Penny Greenblatt, Conejo_San Fernando Valley Chapter for the BNC Programming Committee